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AbsWaa--This paper proposes n new real-time human

tracking坷stem in indoor envtronrtlente by using a binocular

omni．stereo．Two catadioptlie 0DVSs(Omnidirectional Vision

Sensoes)are employed in our system to construct a binotadar

stereo,for the advantage of obtaining images wlth 3600 view for

2lobal 9啪嚣．A method for adaptive background subtraclion

and shadow elimtoafion is utilized to precisely segment the

meving human body．Thell．based on the analysis of different

methods for human tracking and the special problems In

binocular omni-stereo, a novd method of features

correspondence and a tracking strategy on the basegne are

presented to determine the location of human body．Expertments
ghow that the proposed sTstem performs fast and robustly for

tracing one person in iudoor，complex environments．

Computer vision systems for human tracking am widely

used in many applicattons，such as smart surveillance，virtual

reality and motion analysis【11．Smgle person tracking

systems stand an important role in many applicatmna，such as

distant education，sinalt housing，nurse robot,intelligent

canseras for tracking a specified athlete and so off．On the

other hand，tracking of smgle person is the foundation of

trackang multiple persona in smart surveillance．

There are three important issues that should be considered

in a tracking system：Field Of View(FOV)，computational

complexity。and robustness．Most of conventional vision

systems use single fixed camera to take image sequences of a

go．把ne，e．g．the‘'Pfinde，’of Wren et a1．12]，and“W～’【3】．
One disadvantage of these systems is that they have relatively
narrow survelllanee fields due to the limitation of their

cameras’FOV．Tracking may fail when persons go beyond
the boundary ofthe FOV．

Usmg multiple ordinary camci'a$located in different areas

can partly enlarge the FOV of the system，such as Mlttal and

Davis⋯s肘，Tracker'’[4】．When a person disappears from

the capture of one camera,another ofle can continuously track

iL However,the images of the global soene can hardly be

obtained．Furthermore。establishing feature correspondence

anlong different cameras is a rather di伍cult problem．

Also many researchers rotate cameras to get the

panoramic view．Ishigum et a1．【5】pan a camera at different

locationa in a room．thus construct the global map．Knshnan
ct a1．get panoramic range data from focus by rotating their

“N1CAM”【6】．11忙se systems can produce high．resolution
data for static scenes．But considering their time-consuming．

they Call hardly be used in陀al-lime human tracking systems．

In recent years，catadioptric oDVSs have been appllad to

many applications，for the reason of providing a 360*view

angle of the environment in single image．Wlth the

advantages of panoramic．compact visnal informauon and

directive fcatores．using the ODVS for human tracking is of

great promismg．
NaFa Institute in Japan describes a human surveillance

system using single ODVS【7】．It only performs well in

simplex backgrounds。and cannot measure the locationa of

targets．11le‘‘“yrS”provided by VAST Lab in Lelu曲
Umversity can adapt to the dynamic background【81．

However,sinee the targets being surveiled by the system must

be very small and distant,the system is hard to be used in

indoor environments．

Two hyperboficai ODVSs【9】a10e employed in our systool

to construct the onmi-stereo．The two 0DVS3 arc setup

horizontally at different 10cafions in our lab。to surveil one

human body and determine its moving trajectory．Ishiguro us@

more than 4 oDVSs to surveil multiple human bodms fi0]。
and our systen4 only u∞two ODVSs for one person tracking．

Furthermore。our system has two advantages：a)a method for

adaptive background subtraction and shadow elirmnation is

used to make the s5rstem work well even in dynarmc and

complex environments；b)a novel method of human feature

correspondence is presented to determine more precise

location of human body，even when the pflT，On moves on the

baseline oftwo ODVSs．

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows：

SectionⅡdesertbes the coaslruction of our onmi—stereo．A

method for adaptive background subtraction and shadow

elimination for obtaining the moving regions is described in

section IH．Section IV presents human tracI：ing and trajectory
estimation method using our omai．stereo．Experiments and

conclusions are gIyen In娥tion V and section VI，

respectively．



Fig 1 ODVS and omnidirectional images

(a)AtI ODVS(b)Ommdtreetional image(c)Cylindncal panoramic tmage

Ⅱ．B删oCIⅡ．AR O～酣I-STEREO

Each ODVS is composed of a hyperbolical mirror and a

CCD camera，as illustrated in Fig．1(a)．Basically，there ate

two ways to construct omni‘stereo．Many researchers setup
two 0DVSs together on a mobile robot，to reconstruct

geometrical informaUon of environment f11】，or t0 realize

robot self-localization f12】．And the omni．stereo constructed

in our system is in another way．Two 0DVSs are lecahzed in

different places in our lab．and the heIght and onentaUon of

each one is precisely measured．By using the bmocular

principle． each person’s location can be obtained．

Measurement precision of target locafions and baseline region

between two 0DVSs are two problems should,be considered．

The former problem occurs when the target widely

projected on the ODVSs．However,in our system，since the

precise human body contour is obtained from previous steps。

we call USe some reliable feature points to correspond tllem by

two ODVSs．Thus．the location of human bodv can be

determined．
The latter problem is that when the target locates along the

baseline of two sensors。the target Jocation CannOt be

determined using the triangular principle．This problem does

not cl(3cur in a convennonaI stereo．but in the omul-stereo。it

cannot be avoided．In this ca靶．another strategy using the

right and the left boundaries of the target is presented to

deternline the target locations．

Ⅲ．MOTION DEn煳ON FOR HUMAN BODⅡ洛

The ornni—stereo is located in a laboratory room．which

may coutaln sorrB dynamic factors such as floating of

curtains，blinkmg of computer screens，and vanauon of

iDuminafions．AIso．when a person is moving in the room，its

nnrror images maybe appear in the glass windows，and its

shadows maybe appear on the ground．These problems make

it th旃cult to ob细n the accurate foreground region by szmply

subtracung a new frame from a settled background．Here，a

method for adaptive background subtraction and shadow

ehmlnatlon【13，14】IS introduced in our system to estabhsh a

robust foreground．segmentation mask．

A．Fast Recovery ofPanoramic Images
Since the image directly acquired by the ODVS is

naturally distorted，it needs to be transformed into the

cylindrical panoratmc image for target analysis，as shown in

Fig．1(b)and(c)．
If the parameters of the hyperbolical mirror and the CCD

camera’s focus ale known．each pixel i11 tlle cylindrical

panoramic image can be exactly calculated from the circular

OmaldlreCtlonaJ image 171．However,since the computation is

much ttme—consuming．a fast and effective method is

presented for the transformation in onr previous work【15]．

且Adaptive BackgroundSubtraction

Every point in the background 1s assumed to have a mean

color value and a distribution about that value．Before any

person entenng the envtronmenL the ODVS observes the

scene for several seconds，and then the miual background

model can be built up觞follows．雎is dcfmcd as the mean

color value of a point t。and o：as the covariance of that

point's distribution．Thus，(麒，《)Call be stored as the

color background model for the point i．Since a color pixel

has three components ofR，G and B．耻i and o：are defined

as vectors：

“=(“(，)，“(g)’“(6)) (1)

砰=(酽(r)，砰(占)，印p)) (2)

The initial background model cannot be expected suitable

foralongperiedduetothevarmtaonsofthe scene．Foreach

newframe‘X(『)isthe currentcolorofpixeli．The

background model is updated on—line using the following
formulas：

f(1一ct)it,(t)+oty。(f+1)，
“(f+1)≤ If／inbackground

(3)
o

麒(f)．． If／inforeground

f(1一∞Z(，)+的，(f+1)·肛o+1))2
砰(f+1)：1 Ifiin background (4)

If i in foreground《(r)。



C ForegroundRegion Detection

Once the edaptlve background model is obtained，each

new flame call be sub臼acted from it to determine the

foreground regions．n”cun'ent pixel X f0=(，，昌坊is

compared with the model．If(yf(r)一肼>3a,)，Ⅱ碡pixel
carl be regarded as foreground．Otherwise．it is regarded as

background．Thus a mask is estabhshed．which is considered

as aregionofinterestforfurtherprocessing．

The method presented before call adapt to dynamic

illuminative factors in the sce眦．but it cannot eliminate the

shadows caused by people moving in the scene．

The shadow elimination method is based on the factor that

all area cast iuto shedow often results in sxgnificant changes in

intensity without much variation in chromaticity．

Chromaticity can be computed as foIlows：

rc=r／(r+g+∞ (5)

gc 59／(r+g+6)(6)
And each pixel’s chromaticity is modelled using means and

variances t弘t，p}c，o：．o：c)．Adaptive hackground

subtraction is performed again，but using chromaticity values

for this time．Finally，a pixel is marked as foreground if buth
RGB and chromaUclty information support that classification．

D．HHman Body Extrac—on

The binary images obtained directly from subtraction

usually contain isolated points or fines caused by those

dynamic factors．Morphologtcal filters are used to emse them．

First a 3×3 erode filter is used to wipe off the isolated points

and lines．then a 3x3山lation filter is used to reCOver the exact

foreground region．Fig．2 ShOWS the result of deteeted

foreground．
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Two ODVSs measure the different azimuth angles of the

moving human body from two directions．If the locations and

the orientataons of the ODVSs are knOWn，the locanon of the

target call be measured from the azimuth angles by

triangulation pnnclple．

Fi92 Adaptiveb∞kgmund subtraction

oD

Fig．3 General algorithmforlocatingpetsoa
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A Measurementformman Body

The centroid of the tracked human body can be estimated

from the right and the left boundaries of human body Ill the

images．But the boundary features are very dlfferent for

bodv’s difforent orientations around the ODVS．0nly the

position of human head can hardly be influenced in this kind

of images．Therefore，a uew feature of head position is

combined to track the human body．which is shown in Fig．3．
The dashed llnes are for observing boundaries from 0DVSs。

which will result in much error when the human body is near

to tIle ODVSs．Tile solid llneS indicate the pOSition of human

head．which can be localized accurately to a great extent,

Point P iII Fig．3 indicates the human body’s 10cation．The two
ODVSs are located at certain beight to ensure that the hcad

will be visible to both oDVSs．

且Strategy oil Baseline

Another important problem in the omni-stereo visioll

system with two ODVSs is the special fields of baseline．

Theoretically，a point cannot be locahzed when it is iust oo

the baseline．In the practical system．human body is not a

point but a field with its size．although the error of location
wdJ be increased rapidly while the tracked body is iust on the

baseline．

When the human head cross the baseline，i．e．．nle

azimuth ofhuman head，醴and 02are biggerthan athreshold

angle％，left and right boundaries of the human body can be

still detected．Fig．4(a)(b)(c)show the three moments of head

crossing the baseline．

a)If both boundaries of the body do not cross the

baseline，i．e．ql，馥2，％．如arelargerthan00，mcposition
of human body P is the intersection of the baseline and the

line between points of只andP,．



oDVSI (c) ODVS2

拜g．4 Strategyonbaseline

M If only one boundary of human body do not cross the

baseline，i．e．舅l and岛l are larger m肌岛，only the position

of P gall be got．The position of human body P Call be

approximately loca／ized as the cross point of the baseline and

the vertical line from日t0 basehne．

西Ifthe two boundaries and the head of human body a∞all

on the baseline．the position of head cannot be got from d1峙

above method．On this occasion，we suppose the distances

from human body to two ODVSs ale
dl and d2-And the

entering tIle scene．their detected region azimut}l angles age

obtained by each ODVS．and then its location can be

estimated by using the method descnbed in Section IV．

Furthermore．the trajectory of the human bodv can be
obtmned．Omnidirecuonal images acquired in 24一bit RGB

model are of 480x480 resolution．The system runs at average

12Hzon aPenuumⅣ1．8GHzPc．

Fig．5 shows the GUl of the tracking system，The right

parts are for the tWO images from ODVSs，the base parts arc

for the results of foreground detection．The left—middle part is

the bird-view of the experimental environment．The two

blgger black circles are marked for the two oDVSs．The sma／l

pomt is the detected position of the tracked human body．

Fig．6(a)一(d)illustrate the head trajectories of 4 different

persons in 10 testing persons r5 Men and 5 Woman．indicated
as Ml—M5 and F1～F5．followed bv tlleir statures and ages)

walking in the experimental environment．neY walked along

a comn'lon gwen path。which is pre-designed in oor

experiments．m∞mrs on the solid hne show the head

locaUons of each person at each frame．In Fig．6(e)．the

broken lines indicate the In-e-designed foot route．The errors

between the tWO uajectones in each figure are due to not only

the h'scking elTo^but also head—foot distinctions and the

differences on personal height，walking speed，gait,etc．Fig．6

m indicates the comparison of tIle 10-person average head

trajectory and the pre．designed foot tralectory．Experiments
show that the human body carl be trackad in real—time for the

complex environments，even in or near the fields ofthe omni·

stereo’s basefine．

areas grojected byⅡle body on the two ODVss肿且and sz．

Wefindthatthe ratio of西：反is closetothatof品：岛．This

fact can be used to estimate the distances from the two ODVS．

The cases of tIle human body between the tWO ODVSS arc

described above．Also．the method is the same when the

human body is on the saine side ofthe two ODVSs．

C Trajectory Estimation

Wllile human wandering in the environment．its head

position can be got by the location method described in

section A．when the body is far away from the baseline．Head

posilaon can be got by the strategy described in section B
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localized foreach momanL

The experimentel system is established in our lab room，

which contains many dynamic factors．The moving target is

assumed to be a human bodv，Two ODVSs fixed at a height

of 1．5m，and a distance of 3m，are distributed in the room to

construct tl】e omni-stereo．Before tracking．tbe environment

scene model is built bv observing the wholc scene without

any person for several g．册nds．If human body is detected

A new real-time vision system based on omni-steren is

proposed in this paper for human tracking in indoor

environments．Two ODVSs are used to obtain 3600 view

images of the scene to enlarge the monitored aicas．A method
for adapOve subtraction and shadow elimmation is presented

to improve the robustness of the system in dynamic
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environreentS．Moreover,a novel feature corresponding

method and a trackang strategy on the basehne m presented
to determine the human bodv location even ia the field of

omm．stereo baseline．Experiments show that the system Call

track single moving person witll a large view field in a

dynamic environment in real-ttme．
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